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This booklet is about our online peer-to-peer infoshare group, Transgender and
intersex NZ. It is the largest transgender forum based in Aotearoa, and is accessed on
Facebook. If you would like to join the group, please read the rules in this booklet, and
then click the button or copy the link at the end.

What is this group for?

First, it is a supportive social environment and a Safer Space* for sex and gender
minority people in Aotearoa to ask for and share information.

Second, it is a place for whānau, partners, friends, and supportive others, to find
information and to ask questions. If you are here as a ''supportive other'' (who is not
transgender, nonbinary, intersex), please be aware not to dominate or contradict, but
to learn. If a question is about transgender women, for example, the best people to
answer it are transgender women, not supporters.

Welcome to
Transgender & Intersex NZ



Gender Minorities Aotearoa website 
For information such as doctors and other medical professionals in your area, support

groups and community organisations, how to change your legal documents, and
much more, please see our website https://genderminorities.com/ 

Finding and sharing information 

Gender Minorities Aotearoa FB page

You can find our public social media page here.
https://www.facebook.com/genderminorities/

Transgender and Intersex NZ files tab 
Once you join the group, you can find useful info that members of the group have
uploaded, and you can add files which you think people might find useful, here.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1574586646110552/files/

Privacy first!

Anyone can see who is a member of this group, and anyone in or connected to
Aotearoa New Zealand can join. Please remember that anything shared on Facebook
is never *really* private, and share only what you are comfortable sharing publicly. 

https://genderminorities.com/
https://genderminorities.com/
https://www.facebook.com/genderminorities/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1574586646110552/files/


Post guidelines 

Feel free to share your thoughts, feelings, questions, art, experiences, and any articles
or media which you believe is relevant to sex & gender minority people and
communities in New Zealand. Posting community events, coffee meetups, group
trips, community calls to action (such as relevant petitions, protests, or letter writing
campaigns), or other community oriented posts is completely welcome here. 
You are also very welcome to post links to other FB groups and events.

When deciding whether something is relevant to New Zealand, please consider
whether it is local to another country, global, in the Pacific, in NZ, etc. Media which is
not connected to NZ may be removed, as there are many ‘general news’ groups for
this already and we want to keep this one NZ focused. We especially welcome
articles which reflect the incredible diversity, strength, creativity, solidarity, and
awesomeness of our sex and gender minority communities!! 

Please make a note at the beginning of your post if it contains violence, racism,
transmisogyny, transphobia, or other upsetting content.

Posting in the group

Image Descriptions 

If you can, please describe any picture you post with an ‘image description’ – this is to
make the page more accessible for people who use screen readers. Here is a guide
to writing image descriptions. http://hubpages.com/art/Image-Descriptions-And-
How-To-Write-Them

Dating and hook ups 
No seeking dates, or sex, or 'add me' posts. This is an all-ages forum for support and
info, not an 18+ forum for sex. 
If you want to date or hook up with sex and gender minority people, that's normal and
healthy and fine, but this is not a hook up page - any offenders will be removed.
Posting semi-nude pics is also not allowed, for the same reasons. 
If you send a private message to a member of this group asking for dates or sex, they
will report you to the admins and you may receive a warning or simply be removed
and blocked.

http://hubpages.com/art/Image-Descriptions-And-How-To-Write-Them


Conflict 
If you disagree with another member’s post, we encourage asking questions and
having a conversation. If it becomes an argument, instead of arguing in the comments
on their post, we suggest making a new post to discuss your perspective on the topic.
This way, they can have their opinion and you can have yours. 

Admins are able to turn off commenting on a thread, so if you have made a post and
would like to turn off the comments, please message an admin about this. Admins
have a policy of not deleting comments, but may give warnings or turn off
commenting on a post. 

If a post is hurtful, offensive, inappropriate, or very upsetting, you can click ‘report’ and
the admins will be alerted.

Restricted posts
and dealing with problems

Crowd funding and donation requests 

These are limited to people who live in NZ or are part of communities here. Funding
requests from people with no apparent connection to Aotearoa who otherwise do not
engage in the group will be considered spam and removed. Please be occasional
rather than frequent with funding requests.

''Do I pass?'' 

We do not allow ''do I pass'' photo posts. The reason for this is that it supports the
idea that it is bad to be visibly trans/a sex or gender minority. This is not true, and it
can be deeply harmful for people who do not look cis and may never look cis.
Instead, try posting your pics with captions like ''do I look good?'' or ''I love this outfit!''
or ''isn't my hair cute today?''



Research participation requests
We are more than happy to help facilitate research which benefits sex and gender
minority people, however all requests should be forwarded to an admin for review.
You can find our contact email address on our website.

Because sex and gender minority individuals are frequently asked to participate in
studies without being provided with knowledge of the researcher's motivations,
credentials, methods, and what the data will be used for, we require a clear
description of the research, who is undertaking it and any organisations affiliated, how
the research data (results) will be analyzed, who the data will be shared with, and the
perceived benefit to the communities/to sex and gender minority people. 

We ideally support that research on any minority population should be developed
and carried out by that population, at least in part. The admins are happy to put you in
touch with people who can assist in the conception, development, and
implementation of research.

Distressing and problem posts 

It is possible that a problem will occur when one of the admins is not watching. If you
see a problem, you can private message one of the admins of the group, or report the
post itself, which will alert all of the admins. You will receive a reply - or the post will
be dealt with - faster if you click 'report to admins'.

Admins will then discuss the issue and/or act accordingly (we have our own
guidelines and processes as admins). Anyone who blocks an admin will be removed
from the group. We can see the posts of members who have blocked us but we must
also be able to communicate with our members.

Frequent posting of ''inspirational quotes'' images, things which are for sale (such as
binders or shoes), or repeat posts which are very similar to each other may be
automatically marked as spam and removed, or may be removed by the admin team
at their discretion. Please keep these posts occasional.

Spam 



Maintaining a Safer Space

This group will aim to be free from sexism, white supremacy, racism, transmisogyny,
transphobia, women hating, abelism, fatphobia, anti-migrant sentiments, antisemitism,
sex worker hatred or shaming, transsexual separatism*, etc. 

If you see someone doing these things in this group, please have a word with them or
let an admin know so we can talk with them. 

If you are known for these behaviors, you may be removed from the group without
explanation. 

Anyone who blocks an admin will be removed from the group – we must be able to
communicate with our members. Admin decisions are final and not up for debate.

*Transsexual separatism.
Transsexual separatism refers to the false idea that there is only one ''true'' way to be
trans, or that there is only one correct way to affirm your sex or gender, or one correct
way to transition. 

In truth, everyone is different, and that's great. Please do not engage in transsexual
separatism in this group.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1574586646110552

Safer spaces

Visit the group
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